Coach’s Corner

Getting Them Fit to Shoot
By Larry Wise

I

t’s the first week of summer and I know that hunting
bows are starting to come out of the closet and off the
shelves. Bowhunters are wiping the dust off their old,
trusty hunting bows or looking to buy new ones. As a dealer,
you know that they will soon be headed your way, looking
to update an accessory or two, buy new arrows or even buy
a new bow.
The biggest concern I have is if customers’ equipment
will fit them properly. I’m not concerned whether it’s old or
new; only if it fits, because if it fits, it will make them reliable
shooters. And “reliable” translates to “successful.”
So, when customers come into your shop, where do you
start? What do you pay attention to in order to make the bow
fit them properly? I have a few suggestions for you and the
order in which to explore them. Maybe this will help you
solve a few “fitting” questions and save you some time.

PRIORITY 1: SHOOTING FORM REVIEW
To get these bowhunters set up properly, you might
want to start with the source of a lot of problems: the shooter.
Many shooters have little or no concept of good shooting
form and so you must educate them a little before you can
fit their bows to them.
BOW HAND: Start with the bow hand. As I’ve written
many times, the bow hand is where the shot begins and
ends. The bow hand is the first body part to touch the handle
and the last to still be touching as the arrow crosses the
arrow rest. It’s important. Check to be sure that the knuckles are at a 45 degree angle with the horizontal and that the
fingers are relaxed. The thumb should point forward to the
target when the shooter reaches full draw.
Tightening fingers around the grip section is not good
form. The opposite has to happen if the bow is going to
repeat power stroke action. Bowhunters have to relax the
fingers, rotate the little finger outward to get the knuckles at
a 45 degree angle, set the thumb pad downward onto the flat
grip section and then relax the entire hand. A relaxed hand
promotes consistent, torque-free bow handle performance
and good arrow flight.
Further, with the hand placed correctly on the handle,
you can better determine the shooter’s proper draw length.
BOW ARM: I hear lots of theories about what to do with
the archer’s bow arm. To answer this or any other form issue,
you have only to look to proper biomechanics.
If you work on your feet at all, you have the answer to the
bow arm question. Do you stand with “bent knees” or with
leg bones in a vertical line? Of course you stand with your
legs straight so your leg bones keep your butt off the floor.
You use your bones to resist gravity because bones do that
job without fatigue and also without changing lengths; your

Proper bow hand position places your thumb pad and only the
thumb pad on the flat part of your bow grip. Keep your fingers
relaxed and rotate your knuckles to 45 degrees from vertical so
your forearm is rotated out of the bowstring path. Relaxed is
repeatable; a tight grip is not.

butt stays the same distance off the floor all the time.
Keeping your bow arm straight with your lower arm and
upper arm in line is the most consistent method for resisting
the force of the bow. Holding your bent arm in place recruits
all of your shoulder and arm muscles, which is very inefficient. Holding your bow arm straight uses fewer muscles
and sets a fixed arm length that doesn’t change and that
promotes consistency in your shot.
SHOULDERS: The next form feature to check is the
shoulder position. The shooter should have the shoulders
level with each other. Many want to elevate the bow shoulder instead of keeping it down. With the shoulder up, they
use lots of muscle instead of skeleton to hold the bow at full
draw. Using bone structure will be far more consistent and
once again, when a customer uses it, you can determine
your customer’s correct draw length.
One of the main causes of high bow shoulder is too
much draw weight. In an effort to draw high weight, shooters raise the bow high above the target before drawing. This
elevates the shoulder and often, it never returns to a level
position. Since form is a prerequisite to accuracy, shooters
need to lower the draw weight so they can practice proper
form for hunting season. The first order of business is to
learn to shoot correctly; shooters can always raise the draw
weight later.
HEAD POSITION: Of course, your head has to be turned
so you can see your target; that’s obvious. How you hold your
chin while doing that has an effect on how well you are able
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A bow that fits will enable you to set your shoulders back and
down and keep them there for skeletal stability. If your bow is too
short, then you’ll compensate by raising one or both shoulders and
thereby use too much muscle to make your shot.

to use your back to facilitate your archery shot process.
If your student/customer tilts his or her chin from a
level position, then he or she is recruiting muscles down
the neck and back to hold that head position. Using these
back muscles to hold up the head prevents them from being
used to help hold the bow and to properly execute the shot

Most bowhunters use a trigger style release and touch the sensitive index fingertip to the trigger. It’s far better to surround it
with the index finger, using the second crease to capture the trigger. Once you avoid the connection between your fingertip and
conscious thinking, hold your bow in your back and use simultaneous back and finger tightening to achieve a surprise release.
Fingertip triggering promotes shot anticipation and inconsistent
performance.

process. Holding your bow by utilizing back muscles is the
most consistent method to establish a “repeatable” shot
process, so maintain a level chin while you are aiming and
shooting your bow.
RELEASE HAND: Here’s a big issue that very few archers
realize is important. Holding the release aid in the most efficient manner will enhance the ability of the archer to repeat
his or her shot process.
Finger movement is not isolated to just your hand.
Muscles running the entire length of your arm and into your
chest or back are affected. For instance, if you tighten your
pinky finger and muscles, tendons and other connective tissue activate the length of your arm and into your Pectoralis
Major (chest); didn’t know that, did you? You have to use
the hand correctly to avoid over-control and overusing muscles. Using fewer muscles enhances your ability to repeat
your action.
Since most use an index finger “trigger-style” hunting
release, I recommend this holding position. Shorten the
handle length of the release so that you can surround the
trigger with the second crease or joint of your index finger.
This removes the sensitive fingertip from contact with the
trigger and thus removes most of your direct “trigger thinking” from the release process.
Without the “trigger touching” thoughts in your head,
you can then focus on holding your bow in your back
muscles. Using more contraction in your back along with
tightening in all of your fingers, you can execute a surprise
release. If you continue to use your index fingertip, you will
not get that element of surprise and therefore build anticipation type responses in your technique; believe me, that
never ends well.
HOLDING POSITION: Check your customer’s holding
position (full-draw position). How is he or she setting the

You can use lots of muscle to hold a bow but you can use less
and be more efficient if your holding arm is in line with the arrow
as seen from a top view. With the archer’s bow arm bones in line,
adjust the draw length of the bow until the holding arm is directly
resisting the force of the bow and the archer will use less muscle
and perform more consistently.
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drawing shoulder and arm? Is he or she drawing far enough
to set the scapula close to the spine, with the shoulders
level? The quick reference here is the drawing forearm; is it
in line with the arrow when the shooter reaches full draw?
If not, then the shooter is either over- or under-rotating it,
both of which need correcting. Correct full-draw position is
essential before you can determine the draw length that best
suits the shooter.
If the shooter is not rotated far enough to be in line, then
add some draw length until rotation is correct. If the bow is
too long and the shooter is over-rotated, then shorten the
draw length of the bow. When the shooter is in line according to this standard, then he or she will hold the bow with the
back, use fewer arm muscles, execute more efficiently and
repeat the shot process at a higher rate.

PRIORITY 2: MEASURING TRUE DRAW LENGTH
True draw length is a measure of an archer’s body size
for the purpose of shooting a bow. It measures the full-draw
distance from the archer’s bow hand, at the point where it
touches the grip, to the nock-throat. This is about the same
as the distance from the arrow rest mounting hole to the
arrow nock-throat.
Most dealers have an arrow shaft marked in half-inch
increments that can be used to check this distance. When
the archer draws the marked arrow shaft, a quick look at
the rest-mounting hole tells the true draw length. Add 1-3/4
inches to that and you get the more familiar “ATA factory”
draw length that manufacturers use to label bows. The ATA

draw length includes the width of the bow handle to the
target side (the back of the bow) and corresponds to the
safe arrow length needed for that bow. I prefer the true draw
measurement, as bow geometry is different from model to
model but you always draw the same from your bow hand
to the nock.
I recommend that you use a Genesis or Discovery II
type bow to measure a person’s true draw length. Be sure to
install a D-loop on this bow to simulate the archer’s actual
bow setup and have the archer use his or her own release aid
to draw it. Next, have him or her draw to the proper holding
position, with the holding arm in line with the arrow shaft.
When the archer gets to this position, then read the measurement at the rest-mount-hole and record it as the true
draw length. Add 1-3/4 inches to it to compute the ATA or
factory label (and safe arrow length) for draw length.

PRIORITY 3: MAKING DRAW ADJUSTMENTS
If you determine that the draw length of the bow is not
correct, then you must make some adjustment to it. The simplest adjustment can be made with the bowstring. Twisting
the string will shorten the draw length of the bow. If the
archer needs more draw length, then remove some twists
from the string to make the bow longer in draw length.
However, this is only a small adjustment and won’t work
well if a major change is needed. The next option available
is to use any string anchor pins on the wheel. Many wheels
have two or more string anchor pins. Using the pins that pull
more string into the interior of the wheel will reduce the
length of string between the two wheels
and thereby shorten the draw length of
the bow.
If more string is let out of the inside
of the wheel, then the draw length will
be longer. The string does not have to be

Most compound bows these days have an
adjustable rotating module on the cams.
Here, the red module offers 1/2 inch increments over a 3 inch span. Be sure to also
move the corresponding cable stop post to
match the draw setting. Draw length is correctly set when the archer’s holding arm is in
line with the arrow.
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Altering the length of the D-loop is a great method to make small
changes to draw length. You can also use this method to adjust the
hand-to-jaw position for those who need it. Be sure to melt and
flatten a bead on each end so the D-loop doesn’t pull through the
tie-on knot.

then install a larger diameter cam system; if you need a
shorter draw, then use a smaller cam system. As you may
know, new cam systems may require different length cables
and strings, so you may be in for some work and expense on
this one.
If you can’t get the draw long enough with the wheels
available, then you’ll have to recommend a longer axle-toaxle bow. Putting the same cams on a longer axle-to-axle
bow will generate more draw length. Of course, the archer
may not want to hear that because it involves lots of dollars
to make this change. But the fact remains that tall people
need longer bows to get the fit they need. For instance, I’m
6 feet, 2 inches tall and can’t get my draw length from a bow
shorter than 38 inches. I can’t get my holding arm in line
with the arrow on the shorter bows.
D-loop length plays an important part in draw length, as
it is part of the overall system. The length of the release head
is also a part. The total length of the bow’s draw length plus
the D-loop plus the release head has to allow the archer to
get into the proper alignment as defined earlier. If you change
one of these three, then you must recheck the archer’s alignment to be sure it is correct and adjust accordingly.
Depending on face shape – chin length, eye location
relative to chin, etc – your customer may need or like a longer or shorter D-loop. This is a personal preference issue and
has to be custom fitted. After that decision is made, you can
then adjust the bow to complete the fitting process.

anchored on the same pin in both wheels or, if it’s a one cam
bow, on both sides of the cam. Moving only one string end
will change the draw length a small amount. If you change
only one end, remember to relocate the nocking point and
peep sight, as their position will have changed slightly.
Small adjustments may not do enough toward getting
the draw length correct, so you may need to change draw
length modules. Many of today’s single cam bows and twincam bows have draw length modules that change draw
length in either 1/2 or 1 inch increments.
PRIORITY 4: SETTING DRAW WEIGHT
By installing a larger module, you can increase draw
Too many archers set bow weight higher than they need.
length by causing the cable to wrap for a longer distance Forty pounds is enough to harvest a whitetail deer. I’ve
around that module. The bow stays at peak weight longer seen it done. Sixty pounds is more than sufficient for taking
during the draw stroke before dropping into the valley. A any animal in the USA if you’re skilled enough to make the
smaller module keeps the draw weight at peak over less dis- appropriate shot. Remind your archers of my favorite quote
tance before letting off to the holding weight.
from Wyatt Earp, famous wild west lawman: “Fast is fine but
Many wheels have five or six different size modules for accuracy is final!”
adjusting draw length. Other wheels have a module that
Getting these archers to lessen the draw weight is
changes draw length with a simple rotation. This can be done in small and large
increments over about a 3 inch distance
and is, I think, the most efficient method
for adjusting draw length of any wheel
I’ve seen to date.
Computer-assisted design gives
engineers the ability to create cams that
have rotating modules with multiple
HydroShock
draw length settings. These settings can
Chisel Tip!
be changed without the aid of a bow
press and make it simple for the dealer
to easily fit the bow to the customer or
for the DIY guys to change the length
themselves. Be sure to match both modules and any stop posts to the same draw
Crossbow Five-Star
length reference markings.
Lethal! Approved!
The final draw change method is
also the most difficult. If the other methods don’t get the draw length right, then
RamCatBroadheads.com 412-519-5352
you’ll have to resort to changing cam
Fulton Precision Archery
sizes. If you need more draw length,

The most accurate, deepest penetrating, largest
cut diameter fixed blade broadhead on the market.

PERIOD!
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Grips come in all shapes, materials and sizes but so do hands. To
get the proper match between a customer’s hand and a factory
grip, you may have to resort to using a file, rasp or belt sander. The
rubber grip on the left is my favorite because it has a flat spot on
which I place my bow hand thumb pad. Even with a gloved hand, I
can repeat my critical bow hand position.

another matter. Most think they need high speed to compensate for yardage miscalculation when they really need
to concentrate on accuracy, control and waiting for the right
shot at the right distance!
All of today’s bows are draw weight adjustable. Just
turn the weight bolts clockwise to increase draw weight
and counterclockwise for less. It’s simple to do, so your job
as a dealer is to convince customers that they need to do it
so they can build a biomechanically correct, accurate and
repeatable shooting form.
If the weight bolts don’t adjust far enough in the direction you need, then you’ll have to have different limbs.
Thicker limbs make more weight and thinner make less.
Just read the spine numbers that most companies put on
the butt-end of the limb and choose new limbs accordingly. If no spine numbers exist, then measure the thickness
with a micrometer to the nearest thousandth of an inch
and relay this to the manufacturer for reference in choosing replacements.

PRIORITY 5: BOW GRIP ALTERATION
Some hands just don’t fit into some bow grips. The grip
is too fat or too short or it curves out into the hand just where
it should be concave or flat instead. Poor grip fit can lead to
other form problems as well and it must be addressed if bowhunters/customers are going to be accurate and consistent.
Getting the shape to fit the hand is not an easy task. As a
target archer, I usually just remove the grip and shoot on the
metal. It’s thinner, which promotes less torque transfer to the
handle. It’s also flat and is more compatible with my thumb
pad that I place on it.
Bowhunting in cold weather, though, places a premium
on an insulated grip of some kind because bow handle aluminum gets too cold to keep your hand on for long periods.
We’re often forced to use the grip on the bow and reshape it
in some fashion. So get out the file or belt sander and make

Hold your chin level and adjust the peep sight so it is in front of
your eye. Tucking your chin to squeeze into the peep is a recipe
for failure when crunch time comes in the woods. Keep your neck
relaxed and natural and you can repeat your performance.

the grip fit your hand, especially if it’s too fat.
I have a favorite rubber grip that I transfer from handle
to handle. When I get a new hunting bow, I still have my
favorite rubber grip that I transfer to it. So far, it’s fit all my
latest hunting bows and my bow hand fits correctly, comfortably and warmly.

PRIORITY 6: PEEP SIGHT LOCATION
Last but not least on my checklist is the peep sight. A
quick look at any shooter at full draw will tell you if he or she
has the peep on too high or too low. If the chin isn’t level
when aiming, then the peep needs to be adjusted. A chin
that’s too high or too low prevents you from using your back
muscles properly, so make the necessary adjustment. Proper
head position is a must for consistent archery and accurate
performance when you get that one shot in hunting season.
Proper fit for all aspects of the bow makes it comfortable. Being comfortable means you can focus on the task at
hand and in bowhunting, that means drawing and aiming.
When your bow fits you properly, you can draw it while looking at your target; never look away from your target. Your
peep sight and sight pin will come into view in front of your
eyes while you are focusing your vision on the rib cage of
your intended animal target and your holding arm will be in
line with the arrow, efficiently resisting the force of the bow.
Good fit makes good shooting.
It’s all about being consistent and dependable at crunch
time and making the shot when you get it. If your bow fits
well, your odds increase greatly and the game pole gets filled.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry Wise
Editor’s Note: Larry’s new book, “Larry Wise on
Coaching Archery,” is now available. This book is a compilation of over 25 ArrowTrade Magazine articles that Larry has
written and it can be purchased at www.larrywise.com or
through Archery Focus, an online magazine.
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